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Course Description：

Non-PCP students can also register for this class.

The goal of development economics is to understand how economies 
manage to grow out of underdevelopment and poverty traps, move onto 
sustainable growth paths and achieve high levels of national income and 
welfare. In reality, only a handful of economies, mostly in Asia, have 
successfully followed such growth paths and joined high-income ranks. 
Why do some countries make rapid progress toward development, while 
many others remain poor? Development economics is a distinct field of 
economics addressing this and other challenges facing developing 
countries today.

By applying basic concepts, useful tools and analytical frameworks 
derived from the frontier of theoretical and policy research, this course 
work is designed to cluster major development issues into several 
domains and assist students to better understand real development 
challenges. It is also intended to help students acquire skills needed for 
group discussions in English.
Textbooks：

Michael P. Todaro and Stephen C. Smith (2014) Economic Development, 
12th edition, Pearson Education Limited (http://
www.pearsonhighered.com/educator/academic/product/
0,3110,0133406784,00.html#resources)
Reference Books：

A supplementary reading list will be provided at the beginning of the 
course. Several articles will be selected as reading materials for group 
discussions.
Course Plan：
1 Introduction and Overview (presenting the course work and method 

of evaluation)
2 Part I: The Meaning of Development

(I-1) Comparative Economic Development in a Multipolar World
3 (I-2) Human Development and Sustainable Development Goals
4 Part II: The Basis for Sustainable Development

(II-1) Population Growth and Urbanization
5 (II-2) Globalization, Poverty and Inequality
6 (II-3) The Environment, Climate Change and Opportunities for Green 

Growth
7 Part III: Revisiting Theories of Growth and Development

(III-1) Classical Theories of Growth and Development
8 (III-2) Contemporary Models of Development and Underdevelopment
9 (III-3) Toward an Inclusive Growth Model
10 (III-4) Group Discussions: Behavioral Economics - What's in it for 

Development Policy?
11 Part IV: The Role of Government in Sustaining Growth

(IV-1) International Trade, Investment and Development Strategy
12 (IV-2) Domestic Resource Mobilization and Foreign Aid
13 Part V: Enhancing Resilience to Shocks

(V-1) Financial Crises and Resilience in Developing Countries
14 (V-2) Strengthening Social Safety Nets
Other Revisiting Sustainability Questions in Economic Development
Lecturer's Comments to Students：

During the course, you are requested to make short presentations on 
selected articles and/or the topics of your term papers. Your active 
participation in the course work would be most welcome.
Method of Evaluation：

Evaluation is based on (1) your attendance (one-third of grade), (2) your 
presentation of a selected article in class discussions and/or presentation 
of your topic for a term paper (one-third) and (3) submission and quality 
of your term paper (one-third).

Questions/Comments：

Office hour will be organized once a week and announced at the 
beginning of the course.
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